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WEDGE Mounting Set for Altitrack 

Mounting Set comprises of: 

- Front Loop with retainer hook, black webbing, 12 mm wide x 25 mm long 

- Bungee cord (black), Ø 2,5 x 250 mm 

- Self-blocking Cord-Lock (black), Ø 26 x 8 mm 

- Left-Side Loop with female side squeeze buckle, black webbing, 12 mm wide x 68 mm long 

- Right-Side Loop with male side squeeze buckle, black webbing, 12 mm wide x 48 mm long 

Installation: 

- Remove ALL straps from the Altitrack. 

- Slip the Front Loop from the top through the front slot hole in the Altitrack. 

The webbing hook will prevent the loop to be pulled through the slot. 

- Route the Bungee Cord through the loop-end of the Front Loop. 

- Place the Altitrack onto the WEDGE and route the two Bungee Cord ends through  

the Cord-Lock, which must be placed underneath the Wedge supporting area. 

To widen the Cord-Lock, push the spring powered lever on the Cord-Lock downwards. 

- Slip the Left-Side Loop (with female side squeeze buckle) from the bottom through the  

slot hole on the left side of the Altitrack. 

- Pull the actual loop all the way through the left slot hole and slip the female buckle through the loop. 

- Then pull the buckle down until the sling-knot over the slot hole is tight. 

 

 

 

- Slip the Right-Side Loop (with male side squeeze buckle) from the bottom through the  

slot hole on the right side of the Altitrack. 

- Pull the actual loop all the way through the right slot hole and slip the male buckle through the loop. 

- Then pull the buckle down until the knot over the slot hole is tight. 

- Put the two side squeeze buckles underneath the Wedge support area together, while using the little webbing tabs 

for proper aligning of the two buckle sides.  

- Tighten the Bungee-Cord by pulling the two Bungee ends through the Cord-Lock. 

- Make a tight safety knot on the two Bungee ends 

- DONE 

Before each jump, make sure that all components of this set, the Wedge and  

the Altitrack have a tight and proper fit and that no wear and tear has occurred. 

 

Adjusting the Altitrack: 

- Undo the side squeeze buckle underneath the Wedge support area. 

- Flip the Altitrack over (it is now only held by the Bungee-Cord). 

- Make your adjustments / readings. 

- Flip the Altitrack back onto the Wedge. 

- Put the male and female buckles underneath the Wedge support area together again. 

 


